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I am applying for a NEH fellowship to complete my book manuscript, *Manufacturing Matters: Chen Diexian (1879-1940), a Chinese Man-of-Letters in an Age of Industrial Capitalism*. This project focuses on polymath Chen Diexian, a novelist and pen-for-hire, a professional editor/translator and dabbler in chemistry, and eventually, a patriotic captain of industry. It explores how lettered, if middlebrow, elites like Chen navigated a transitional period around the fall of the Qing empire (1644-1912) to emerge as savvy entrepreneurs who leveraged their classical education to find success in the newly commercial world of letters and emerging sphere of industrial manufacturing. Productive in the making and selling of words and things, Chen turned his literati-studio into a chemistry lab, shared brand name manufacturing formulas as “common knowledge” in newspapers, and utilized proceeds from his romance novels to manufacture “Butterfly Brand Toothpowder,” unique in its ability to double as face powder. In an era when words and things were not just mass-produced but also widely counterfeited, Chen vigorously protected his own brand and products by adapting emerging global laws on trademarks and patents, even while advocating the “emulation” (*fangzhi*) of foreign technologies. At a moment when China’s engagement with global commerce was deeply fraught in the face of economic imperialism, Chen’s industrious activities constituted a form of “vernacular industrialism” (*xiao gongyi*) that was local and “homegrown” (as opposed to imperialist or foreign), informal and part of China’s consumer culture (rather than state-sponsored or academia-oriented), and artisanal and family-run if eventually located in factories. This vernacular industrialism came to inform the National Products Movement, a “buy and manufacture Chinese goods” campaign at the time, and presaged PRC nativist industrial campaigns such as the Great Leap Forward. Overall, the project will contribute to our understanding of the emergence of industrial capitalism in China, the significance of informal practices of chemistry and manufacturing in modern China, and Chinese engagement with global circuits of law, science and commerce in the early twentieth-century.

Conventionally, the early twentieth-century has been characterized as a time of transitional chaos. In 1905, the dismantling of the civil service examination led to the decline of Confucian orthodoxy; 1911 saw the overthrow of the empire; the early Republican era (1912-1927) witnessed political fragmentation and entrenched extra-territoriality. Yet, it was precisely during a period when the central state was weak and imperialist powers were present that China witnessed the rise of vibrant treaty-port economies and modern print and light manufacturing industries. With institutions of knowledge production, social occupations, and politics in flux, opportunity was available for middlebrow lettered figures like Chen, to translate and explore regimes of chemical and legal knowledge, adapt and tinker with foreign technologies, and openly engage in commerce and industry, activities once deemed unthinkable for respectable men to do.

By examining how unlikely actors such as Chen built industry in unconventional, often ad hoc ways, this project diverges from earlier scholarship on Chinese industry that focuses on formal science and industry and often evaluates China’s development along a teleological yardstick. Early studies of China’s chemistry industry, for example, assume the inevitable progress of industrialization, take the modern West’s experience with capitalism and industrialization as a standard, and suggest that industrial developments originated solely in the West and were belatedly transplanted to China, often imperfectly and after dismaying resistance (e.g., Reardon-Anderson 1991). If recent revisionist scholarship moves away from using blatantly western standards, it nonetheless focuses on formal institutions of science and industry, whether state sponsored arsenals of the Self-Strengthening Movement (1861-1895) (e.g., Meng 1999, Elman 2005) or the early twentieth-century rise of laboratory science and academic disciplines (e.g., Shen 2013, Asen 2016). In contrast, Chen’s vernacular industrialism illustrates how in an
era when modern expertise and formal fields of knowledge had not yet been established, exploration of chemistry and manufacturing often took place in unconventional spaces and ways, and for unexpected purposes. Chen’s activities included tinkering with foam fire-extinguishers in elegant gatherings of lettered men in Hangzhou, experimenting in scientific appliance shops associated with anti-Manchu activities (e.g., making poisons and bombs for political assassination), using cuttlefish bones to source magnesium carbonate locally, and producing knowledge on manufacturing in how-to columns. Not conforming to states of industrial development that emerge from American or European history, Chen’s pursuits show a multifaceted Chinese engagement with manufacturing, science and commerce. At times, they were deemed “frivolous” in their aim to demarcate taste in a burgeoning consumer culture. Other times, they were described as critical in helping manufacture competitive nativist products.

As a maverick polymath who blended for-profit, middlebrow activities across the worlds of letters and industry and commerce, Chen Diexian’s case complicates the recent “material turn” in historical writing. As a corrective to the post-structuralist inspired linguistic turn of the 1990s, recent scholarship has rightly moved back to examining material and institutional conditions of history. Yet, this has at times been done at the expense of considering cultural concerns, politics, and textual knowledge. For instance, recent work that posits how the West’s fortuitous windfall of coal and access to resources in the American colonies explain the eighteenth-century “great divergence” between industrial and economic development in China and the West rests on the problematic assumption that if Chinese (or any other actors) had access to coal, they would automatically industrialize (Pomeranz 2000). Neglected in such an approach is the “human factor,” or conditions of imperialism and politics under which the Chinese worldview shifted from appreciating coal as a resource upholding livelihood (minsheng) to seeing coal as fuel necessary for an industrial nation-state’s survival in a new world order (Wu 2015). Chen Diexian’s practices – cultural and commercial, imaginative and industrial – provide a perfect opportunity to understand how building industry was predicated just as much on the production of textual and conceptual knowledge, as it was on the production of raw materials, finished goods and factories. Drawing from a rich tradition of tinkering and innovating with words, Chen tinkered with foreign recipes to adapt them to local material conditions, and innovated in manufacturing. As an editor in the middlebrow print market, Chen authenticated industrial knowledge and manufacturing information that encouraged hands-on practice, exploring chemistry, and investing in industrial work.

As a self-purported nativist not able to speak a single foreign language, Chen nonetheless accessed transnational circuits of scientific knowledge and materials, and emerging regimes of global capitalism, including trademark and patent laws. He also ensured that his Butterfly toothpowder and other products traveled in China and beyond to Southeast Asia to compete in a cosmopolitan pharmaceutical market with global competitors from Japan and Europe. By tracing the transnational networks in which Chen secured knowledge and materials to build his nativist industry, as well as identify how his products became global commodities, this project is focused on a single individual rooted in his domestic locale, yet nonetheless is highly global in scope, shedding light on the far-flung, border crossing circuits of knowledge, material and expertise that early twentieth Chinese entrepeneurs like Chen were connected to. Through practices of collaborative translation where fidelity was second to adapting texts to local concerns, Chen Diexian improved foreign recipes and technologies, and presented such adaptation as virtuous “emulation” crucial to Chinese industry. Knowledgeable about emerging legal frameworks on trademark infringement and patent laws (he translated legal texts in addition to fiction and scientific tracts), Chen promoted trademark law domestically to protect his Butterfly brand and pursue local copycats. And, while an advocate of emulating foreign manufacturing recipes and technologies, he sought patents for his own gadgets and technologies, basing his claims of ownership not on original invention, but on the improvement (gailiang) of the technologies, an approach that came to inform the patriotic National Products Movement. These practices were not
examples of ignorance or deviousness, but instead demonstrate how copying and innovation were not always at odds. They also reveal the strategic agency of Chen, who despite being highly “local,” adeptly drew from far reaching circuits of law and science, as well as engaged competitively in global capitalism.

Revisionist scholarship has moved away from understanding “Chinese” science as merely an “alternative” or derivative of “Western” science, an entrenched narrative that founders of the history of Chinese science, such as Joseph Needham, had established. Informed by post-colonialism, such work has explored, for example, the pathways of empire by which hygienic models were transmitted to and localized into Chinese treaty-ports like Tianjin (e.g., Rogaski 2006). Yet, in this study, Chinese actors, while active in negotiating their encounters with Western and Japanese actors within Tianjin, are indexed as the “local,” and particularized, rather than as a “global” actor. In contrast, scholars interested in the global history of science have started to show how South Asian translators and go-betweens, Chinese and Naxi guides to British botanists, and native informers to colonial anthropologists in early twentieth century Africa (e.g., Raj 2007, Fan 2004, Mueggler 2015, Tilley 2011) were crucial participants in the making of global science. The story of modern science is thus not one of transmission from the West elsewhere, but rests on linkages, practices of translation, points of convergence, and globally circulating networks of expertise and material, fundamentally questioning what is even meant by “Chinese” and “Western” science. This study similarly shows how, even as he presented his endeavors as autarkic and homegrown, Chen Diexian was in actuality a global actor participating in far-flung pathways of pharmaceutical and chemical knowledge and ingredients, as well as shaping global markets for pharmaceutical commodities.

A NEH fellowship will provide the necessary time off from administration and teaching to finish the book manuscript. I have three body chapters out of a total of five completed. Research has been conducted for the remaining two but they remain partially drafted. Chapter one examines Chen’s early years in Hangzhou, when he established himself as a literary figure with a reputation for promoting new endeavors (chemistry, manufacturing, and the pursuit of profit). Chapter two follows him to Shanghai, where he becomes a powerful editor invested in promoting chemical production for the inner chambers in a woman’s magazine that he edits. Chapters three and four examine Chen’s move into industry. Chapter three focuses on the experimentation Chen conducted for his toothpowder and the founding of his cosmetics company in 1918. Chapter four looks at his life-long interest in the foam-based fire extinguisher and his promotion of the manufacturing knowledge of the gadget and other technologies as “common knowledge,” which contrasted with the increasingly formalized scientific professionalism of the age. The final two chapters inquire into Chen’s strategies of authenticating his brand, as he became a seasoned industrialist in the late 1920s-1930s. Chapter five explores how he branded and claimed legal ownership over Butterfly cosmetics as they spread into Chinese diaspora markets in Southeast Asia. Chapter six examines how Chen compiled collectanea on manufacturing to authenticate trustworthy knowledge, as well as his own products, in the 1930s when words were easily copied and things were inauthentic foreign “enemy” products or counterfeit.

During the past few years, I have published three full-length articles related to the project. One article appeared in the special issue of Osiris on “Masculinities in Science/Sciences of Masculinity,” and two others are included in the edited conference volumes, Science and Technology in Republican China, edited by Jing Tsu and Benjamin Elman and The Business of Culture: Cultural Entrepreneurs in China and Southeast Asia, 1900-65, edited by Christopher Rea and Nicolai Volland. University of California Press, the publisher of my award winning first book, Public Passions, has expressed interest in the manuscript, as have several other presses, including Columbia University Press and Stanford University Press. If awarded the NEH grant, I plan to finish the book project and submit the manuscript for publication by the end of the grant tenure.
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